Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

We don’t want you to give us your money.

Our work together is dedicated to feeding the Creative Commons.

Each creation by fellow Possibilitators helps pay back the debt we each owe to the creators who have gone before us, creating the thoughtware and possibilities we use in our daily lives today.

The creation process itself feeds us immensely, ecstatically.

Plus, a fine creation is legendary. It causes ripples in the global ethnosphere. People hear
of a courageous event, an awesome opportunity, and they share the legends because by sharing the legends, it makes them legendary! Being a legend carrier adds sparkle to their Being simply by speaking about it, giving the juicy details.

This year has been legendary for Possibility Management. You made it happen. You are the legendary ones. Others hear your legends and first, they learn that something so astonishing is possible:

- the 6 online Rage Club Spaceholder Training completed (with 35 participants)
- a nonstop flood of relationship improvement workshops
- in-person Fear Clubs being given
- the first Expand The Box training with 50 participants
- ETBs and Possibility Labs in Brazil and Mexico
- the 2022 USA Transformation Tour
- over 570 websites in StartOver.xyz plus the new StartOver.xyz Search
- the first Heal From School PLab
- new Feelings Practitioner graduates
- three new books were born in 2022 sharing clarity and possibility from PM:
  - Emotional Empowerment by Patrizia Patz
  - Initiation by Ewa Willaredt and Thomas Schmid (in German)
  - No Reason by Clinton Callahan
- the second completed Possibility Coaching Training
- intense Gremlin Transformation and Adult Egostate Decontaminations work
- lively and inspiring Possibilitator Training Circles in Brazil, DACH, Kick Ass Possibilitators, and New Zealand
- one new ETB Trainer, and two new PLab Trainers
- publishing over 400 episodes on Podbean
- over 30,000 downloads from Next Culture Radio, with Podcasts available on Podbean, Spotify, Amazon Music, Google Podcast, and Apple Podcast
- over 500 participants at a Worktalk in Brazil
- the first Possibility Management Savings Pool "The Archiarchy River", creating financial resources for Edgework projects all over New Zealand with a flow of over $200,000

After discovering that something almost unimaginable is possible, you can surf on those legends back to their source, and have such experiences yourselves. These legends are gifts of immeasurable value. We are making them for each other.

Happy Holidays!
Your PM News Team!

From Thoughtware Press Publishing Company, it is a pleasure and a relief to finally say out loud: Clinton Callahan's latest book is out:

**NO REASON - 21 Years with Western Baul Master Lee Lozowick**

It is available to buy on Print On Demand book through Amazon: https://a.co/d/9DHswbe
A few words about this book from Anne-Chloé Destremau: I write from the perspective of the person who has laid out the book, and proofed it; I have, by now, read NO REASON more than 5 times over. I am also writing from the perspective of a Possibility Management Trainer, a Spaceholder and a Gameworld Builder. And, in full honesty, I am writing as someone who Loves the author.

This book is a map. For starters, it is a map for anyone who is on the Path of Transformation. This book is not a glorification of the author successes, quite the contrary, it is the word-for-word, step-by-step sharing of the many Beeps! that are inevitable on a transformational journey. Each step is an encounter of what the author (and so often, we) does not know that he does not know about when Lee Lozowick kindly enough said: ‘You might not know about this.’

NO REASON is also a multidimensional treasure map for any Mage, Wizard and Sourceress. The map is that of the impressive and generous Presence of Mage Lee Lozowick in company of both his students and fellow Mages. NO REASON paints Possibilities and Realities of a regenerative Next Culture coming from the perspective of those who hold space for transformation and healing in their communities. Encompassing both the larger vision of regenerative cultures and extremely practical tricks to deal with survivalist Boxes and Gremlins (including our own!).

Maybe, in the end, NO REASON is a love letter from a student to his master, from an Apprentice Mage to a Mage, from a practitioner to his sangha, from a mere human to Love itself.

This book made me cry more than once. Even now, as I am writing these words, I have tears in my eyes.

I hope you enjoy it as much as I did...
With Love and Gratitude for the jobs that end up on my bench,

Anne-Chloé
https://thoughtwarepress.mystrikingly.com/

Possibilimas Café on 26 December 2022
This year Christmas will be different. Come to the Possibilimas Café on December 26th to meet your Pirate friends and family online.

Be on time, the spaceship takes off at 7:00 pm CET

Contact Susanne Hutzler or Martina Riccarda Niklis to receive the link

---

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: [https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHicSDICv](https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHicSDICv)

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: [https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU](https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU)

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Link: [https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCVDb-MRD](https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCVDb-MRD)

---

POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT
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